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Z602 – SUBLIBRARY / ORDERING UNIT (for BUDGETS, 
VENDORS, and USERS) 
 
The Z602 contains the sublibraries or the ordering units assigned to records. It is 
relevant to the vendor record (Z70), the budget record (Z76), and the user’s password 
record (Z66). If the vendor, the budget, or the user is not linked to a specific 
sublibrary or ordering unit, the Z602 is not generated. 
 
If the ordering unit mechanism is not used (the USE-ORDER-UNIT flag in the 
data_tab/tab100 table is set to ‘N’), the Z602 record contains sublibrary codes. If the 
ordering unit mechanism is used, then this record contains ordering units. 
 
Note that for sites that work with a two-level vendor setup (the TWO-LEVEL-
VENDOR flag in the data_tab/tab100 table is set to ‘Y’), regarding vendor usage 
permissions, there is no need for matching Z602 records for the sublibrary or ordering 
unit of the vendor specific records. The vendor’s generic record will automatically be 
granted usage permissions for the sublibrary or ordering unit defined in the vendor 
specific records. 
 
In the following table, (X) denotes an alphanumeric field and (9) denotes a numeric 
field. All alphanumeric fields are left-aligned with trailing spaces; all numeric fields 
are right-aligned with leading zeroes. Decimal positions are indicated by the symbol 
V. The total number of decimal digits is designated by the number of nines following 
the V. 
 
 
 
 
          02 Z602-REC-KEY.                                             
            03 Z602-KEY-TYPE             PICTURE X(5). 
            03 Z602-KEY-TEXT             PICTURE X(50). 
 
          02 Z602-SUB-LIBRARY-X. 
             03 Z602-SUB-LIBRARY  OCCURS 500 PICTURE X(5). 
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Z602-REC-KEY    
Z602-KEY-TYPE M X(5) DESC: Name of the table to which the 

sublibrary or ordering unit is linked. The 
Z602-KEY-TYPE for vendors is Z70, for 
budgets is Z76, and for users is Z66.   
CONV: Relevant table name. 

Z602-KEY-TEXT M X(50) DESC: Unique code by which the system 
identifies the vendor, the budget or the 
user. You may enter up to 50 
alphanumeric characters. 
CONV: Relevant code according to Z70-
VENDOR-CODE, Z76-BUDGET-
NUMBER or Z66-USER-NAME. 

Z602-SUB-LIBRARY-X    
Z602-SUB-LIBRARY 
OCCURS 100 

M X(5) 
OCCURS 500 

DESC: Sublibrary code or ordering unit 
assigned to the vendor, the budget or the 
user. You may enter up to 500 codes. If 
the ordering unit mechanism is not used 
(the USE-ORDER-UNIT flag in the 
data_tab/tab100 table is set to ‘N’), this 
field contains the relevant sublibrary 
code(s). If the ordering unit mechanism is 
used, then this field contains the relevant 
ordering unit(s). 
CONV: If the USE-ORDER-UNIT flag 
in the data_tab/tab100 table is set to ‘N’, 
enter valid sublibrary code(s) as define in 
the tab_sub_library table.  If the flag is 
set to ‘Y’, enter valid ordering unit(s) as 
defined in the tab_sub_library table 
(sublibrary type 5). 
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